PROCEDURE

1. IF USING A LID WITH TWO SEPARATE PARTS, USE A LAYER OF KRAZY GLUE TO SEAL THE TWO TOGETHER

2. DETERMINE HOW YOU WOULD LIKE YOUR DECORATIONS PLACED ON THE LID

3. ADHERE DECORATIONS BY APPLYING GLUE TO THE LID AND THEN HOLDING THE DECORATION IN PLACE FOR 30 SECONDS

4. ONCE ALL DECORATIONS ARE GLUED IN PLACE, ADD A THIN LAYER OF GLUE TO THE ENTIRE LID AND SPRINKLE WHITE GLITTER ONTO THE GLUE. ALLOW TO DRY FOR 30 SECONDS

5. FILL JAR WITH WATER LEAVING 1/4 INCH SPACE AT THE TOP OF JAR. ADD SILVER GLITTER

6. PUT THE LID ON, TURN IT UPSIDE DOWN, AND SHAKE IT UP

TIME

30-45 MINS

AGE RANGE

K-8TH GRADE

INGREDIENTS (MATERIALS)

- GLASS JAR WITH LID
- SMALL HOLIDAY DECORATIONS (TREE, HOUSES, REINDEER ETC)
- KRAZY GLUE
- WHITE GLITTER
- SILVER GLITTER
- WATER

MODIFICATIONS

- HAVE YOUR CHILDREN EXPERIMENT WITH DIFFERENT STYLES OF GLITTER OR FOOD COLORING INSIDE THE SNOW GLOBE
- DON’T WANT TO USE GLITTER? USE BEADS!
- ASSIST YOUR CHILDREN WHEN APPLYING THE KRAZY GLUE